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Evidence that sex-hormones might influence
social cognition



Patterns of use 

• AAS = testosterone and 

synthetic compounds of T

• Supraphysiological doses

• “Stacking” 

• AAS use will lead to suppression 

of testosterone production

• Cycles AAS



AAS temporal effects

On cycle

Feels good

More energy

Withstands more 
training

Increased libido

Better self-confidence

Off cycle

Depression

Lack of energy

Anxiety

Decreased libido

Poorer self-esteem



AAS dependence

Personality pathology

Higher aggression and history of violence

Social cognitive skills - one factor underlying the interpersonal problems 
reported with AAS dependence?



Examination of social cognitive abilities related to AAS use and dependence

Emotion
recognition

Perspective
taking

Identify emotions
in facial expressions

Identify emotions from 
body movement

Theory of mind; inferring 
the mental state of others
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II: Impaired theory of mind; the ability to infer the mental state of 
others

• Male and female weightlifters who were dependent on AAS had 
reduced ToM abilities compared with non-using weightlifters.

* = AAS dependents 
different from non-
using weightlifters
# = AAS dependents 
different from AAS 
non-dependents

I: Impaired emotion recognition from body movement, 
fear in particular

Hauger et al. Psychopharmacology 2019

AAS dependence is associated with lower social cognitive performance on two 
different social cognitive task

Vaskinn et al. Psychopharmacology 2020



Does high-dose AAS use negatively impact on emotional facial 
recognition ability (via hormone dysregulation?)

Total sample

(N=177)

AAS

(n=94)

On-cycle

(n=57)

Off-cycle

(n=37)

WLC

(n=77)

Emotion Recognition Task (ERT) task CANTAB Cambridge cognition



On-cycle AAS users were
poorer on recognizing
emotions in facial
expression compared with
WLC and off-cycle users. 
Reduced recognition were
seen on several emotions
anger, disgust and fear, and 
on the overall ERT score . 

* AAS on cycle ≠ WLC; unadjusted 

model,

# AAS on cycle ≠ WLC, adjusted for 
age, education and IQ
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Scarth et al in preparation



• The findings suggest temporary effects of AAS 
use on emotional processing, where hormonal 
perturbations caused by high-dose AAS use impair 
the ability to recognize emotional faces.

Scarth et al in preparationAcross groups



Summary 

• AAS dependents show impaired 
emotion recognition from body 
movement, fear in particular & 
impaired theory of mind.

• Emotional facial recognition were 
lower in users on-cycle. The findings 
suggest temporary effects of AAS use 
on emotional processing. 
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